
to that!!

Welcome to 'From THIS to THAT' - a blog written by the people and for the people (that's
you..errr..in this month's case it's ME) to showcase some of your coolest design changes in and
to your homes! Did you know that February is national room makeover month?? Neither did
I...and in fact I totally just made that up...but work with me here, people. Although our good
friend Lyndsey could not have written a better inaugural blogpost, I am THRILLED to take
over the keyboard this month to showcase a room that is very near and dear to my heart!
Admittedly, I have a little control problem when it comes to my kids' rooms. Listen, as I tell
them - "if I'm payin', I get a sayin'" and to this day not ONE of the THREE little humans in my
house have offered one dollar towards the mortgage. HOW RUDE. Although I absolutely want
their rooms to be true to their passions, loves, and what brings them joy...I simultaneously will
subtly talk them out of painting their room a color that as I like to say, 'won't turn off.'  I will
buy you the LED strip lights but I want a part in helping to hang said lights because I would
like them to be put up orderly.  I love a mixture of kid and class. Style and sass. Juvenile and
first-class....I'll stop now.  So here we go!  This month I am featuring Hazel's, my middle' child
and only daughter, room-makeover which was requested for a Christmas gift.  So, sit back and
enjoy this month's rendition of FROM THIS to THAT and never hesitate to reach out to us if
you want us to help you get started on one of your OWN personal home projects!!  

Your Makeover Enthusiast,

jb.



play bed russian roulette so that she does not
have to sleep on the couch. Well, during this visit
my eldest asked to sleep on the couch
downstairs, my mom requested my daughter's
room, and so my youngest, Cooper, asked if he
could claim the queen bed for the night. 
 Wouldn't you know it that Cooper slept the
latest he had ever slept in that queen bed and I
had to nearly wake him the next morning for his
sporting events. I shouldn't have to explain why
my next immediate mission became finding dear
Cooper a bigger bed for his room. A more restful
mom = a happier mom. Well, sure enough as fate
would have it, a client of mine was trying to get
rid of a double bed. I packed up the twin bed and
hauled it to the attic and repurposed the full bed
for my son, which, for the record, takes up
nearly the whole room. But he sleeps later on the
weekends so who cares if you can't open the
dresser drawers - priorities, friends....that room
makeover will be saved for another blogpost ;).  
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I bought a new home..well, new to me, in June 2020. I had very few requirements for this home,
but the ones I had were location driven and a bedroom for each of the three kids. As it typically
plays out, my largest child received the largest room and my smallest child naturally claimed the
smallest room and so the middle child...well, you get the point...classic middle child gets what's
leftover. As was, and appears to currently remain the trend, nearly the entire house was painted
gray. As our very own Jen Travers used to call it, "realtor gray." She's not wrong. So, we started
with blank slates in each room and goal number one was a bed and the basics. Friends were
generous and it just so happens I was able to secure a queen bed for the large room, a full bed
for my daughter's room, and a twin bed for my littlest's room. Perfect. Or so I thought. About 8
months into these sleeping arrangements my mom came for a visit. When she does this the kids

I believe Alanis Morissette once wrote a song about the next saga of bed roulette. As I shut the
attic door after putting away Cooper's twin bed, Hazel declared that she had a proposal for me,
which involved a PowerPoint presentation and some major puppy dog eyes. In her presentation
she defended her thesis that a twin bed instead of a double bed in her room would allow for
more floor space for her arts and crafts. Think glitter glue and acrylic paint. As much as I did not
want to change out another bed, I had to give her credit for the effort..and thus began Hazel's
room makeover.

Both a Christmas miracle, and total surprise, her room makeover came complete with a smaller
bed, a shiplap accent wall detailed with LED lights, a whole wall painted with different sized and
shaped frames for her to fill, a desk for her creating and a dresser to hold her clothes - although
quite frankly I'm not sure what she houses in said dresser as I know for darn sure her clothes
are in every corner of that room EXCEPT her dresser. I digress...BACK TO WHAT YOU WANT -
the DETAILS:
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Shiplap Wall: Like all good HGTV lovers do, shiplap
was my cheap and quick way to add an accent wall. In
order to put up what I refer to as "poor man's shiplap"
you head to Home Depot or Lowes and find the 8'x4'
sheets of plywood - cost should be right around $12.00.
Know the measurements of the area you want to
shiplap and buy accordingly. Then you politely ask the
nice workers at said store to cut the plywood into strips
of 5.5"-6". Once you get the strips home the only
supplies you'll need are a nail gun, a level, a stud finder
(which many of you already claim to be :)) and a nickel.
Before you start, find and mark the studs in the wall
(use a pencil and draw a line all the way down the wall
along each stud) as you will want to be sure the nails
are anchored into a stud and not just the drywall.
Starting at the top of the wall or section you are
shiplapping, place the first board up and ensuring it is
level, throw a few nails at each of the studs ensuring 

Paint: Her room went from a coolish gray color to Alabaster White by Sherwin Williams. I
ADORE this white. It's soft. It's inviting. It's not a stark white that you would imagine in a cold
office setting. It still contrasts with her bright white trim and gave her/us a blank canvas to start
with. Picking a white paint is about as enjoyable as flossing so take it from me - if you're looking
for a warm white start with Alabaster White by Sherwin Williams, White Dove by Benjamin Moore,
or Simply White by Benjamin Moore.

Bed: Her bed was a hand-me-down that had started in Cooper's room and was pulled back out of
the attic and painted for her room! It was one of those "this end up" beds that came in unfinished
wood and then I painted to match the wall color. My thought was that I didn't want the bed to be a
distraction and the bedding and walls could then speak for themselves!

the board is secure in place. From here you just piece meal the wall together separating each row
by the simple use of a nickle and ensuring the seams of the plywood strips are staggered amongst
the rows! The beautiful part of shiplap is that by nature the point is for it to look unfinished. As
such, I have never even filled a nail hole when painting as the nail holes add character and charm
to the look :). Once all up, we added a 1" x 2" shelf to the top using some simple metal L brackets so
that I could display her artwork and have a hidden shelf for the LED lights (shoutout to Amazon) to
be used as display lights - reminder: kid and class...style and sass, people. Also PLEASE NOTE:
These LED lights were all the craze last year..and don't get me wrong, they are cute. HOWEVER,
they WILL 100% peel off the paint on your walls when you go to take them down. My solution? LED
lights convey.....
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Frame Wall: The next accent wall was actually inspired by an old friend of mine! I saw her post
on instagram, doing something similar to her daughter's room, and I knew that it would be
perfect for Hazel to express her little left-handed creative self. The wall-of-frames as I call it...
this was the wall I was most excited about! I can
add art, she can add art, we hung sneakers that I
had made for her for Christmas but
unfortunately didn't fit, we can change out the
art, we can hang canvases or papers or just
straight draw right on the wall and then paint
over when she's tired of it. So, here's how you go
about doing this part. Step 1: Hire someone that
is really good at doing things like this. My
suggestion - Elizabeth Phillips. Step 2: Play 80's
essentials on apple music while they work. Step
3: Make sure they are well fed and hydrated.
Step 4: Laugh a ton. Step 5: Pay them. I used my
dear friend Elizabeth who paints pictures of the
homes I help clients buy/sell to execute on this
project and she was so excited. I can tell you
that you need no less than 187 sharpies to
complete this and she came armed with all sorts
of objects for size and shape of frames. She then 

started in pencil and finished the wall before going back over each frame in sharpie. It was a
LABOR OF LOVE, but one that even had my 13 year old boy saying "whoa, that is sick." Oh, and
sick is a good thing in this context..not like COVID sick.
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Desk: Listen - it's really not fair for you to suggest I would remember how this desk was made
because it was made about 10 years ago by sweet girl's best dad and we are thankful to all the
heavens and stars it is still thriving! 2022 is about lowering the expectations I place on myself and
all those around me and so let me lower your expectations and tell you that I cannot physically
tell you how to make said desk because a) I didn't make it and b) even though I probably did
observe, the ram in my memory is LIMITED and this information has been CLEANED OUT to
make more space ;). However, I am CERTAIN of this - the top of the desk itself is stained with
Min-Wax Provencial Stain. I know that because I went through a 3 year period where it was the
only color I would stain any wood I could find and the bottom portion has been painted in no less
than 28 different colors to match whatever room it was being used in during it's stay. You are
welcome. 

Rugs: I'm not in love with the rug situation in
this room but the truth of the rugs is that I have
two overlapping rugs to cover more carpet
space because my girl is many things, but neat
ain't one of them.  BOTH rugs are from
rugsusa.com because that is nearly the only
place I purchase rugs from (quality and price
cannot be beat), but the bottom rug was from
my inventory I keep for staging homes and the
top rug I purchased as part of the makeover,
however, when I laid it out it was far too small
as a solo rug to leave me comfortable with
carpet coverage. Thus the overlap. I'm generally
okay with a rug overlap but I don't love these
two together. Hold your comments, peanut
gallery...I'm WORKING ON IT!!!

Miscellaneous: The other finishing touches are
important and always changing. The details in
lights, chotskis, and the numerous bins to hide
all her little things. This girl has some stuff and
whoa, I don't even know where it comes from.
The light you see above is from Target (ordered
online), the easle is from this AMAZING place
someone told me about on Facebook called
SCRAP - richmond.scrapcreativereuse.org/ -
which has TONS of random & donated crafting
materials...literally everything you could think
of and all heavily discounted! It's like the
Goodwill for CRAFTY PEOPLE. The art is either
made by her or HomeGoods and the dresser
was another unbelievably gracious donation
that we painted and fixed up (see next page for
details!). This room was an absolute blast and
she's still finding new ways to create every
week. Room makeovers don't have to mean you
lose control -- always remember - style & sass.



  As Lyndsey said last month, you don't have to be super handy or have deep pockets to make
changes like this come to life in your space. See below but this room makeover, with the help of
some generous donations, costs me just a couple hundred dollars. Time to give the people what

they want- the links and the costs. Here's the breakdown: 
 

Vinyl Picture Blow-up & Frame
www.banners.com.  Single Sided Banner | 12 oz. Premium Matte | 3' x 3' | $21.83

Frames homemade by our very own Jen Travers!
 

Bed
This End Up Circa 1999 | Hand-me-down | Bedding TBD | Canopy found at Goodwill and Lights
purchased separately but go to Amazon.com and type in "bed canopy" and you'll get all you can

handle! | $30
 

Desk and Chair
Desk was handmade w/ Provicial stain by Min-wax and chair came from one of my most favorite

antique furniture finders & refinishers! Find McGuire House Collection on Instagram and you can
thank me later! | $40

 
Black Trinket Toy Organizer

Unfortunately no link for this guy - he was a special find in the Going Out of Business Sales from
Pet Value! Scored a few display cases that were turned into craft holders and shoe racks in the

laundry room!  | $10
 

Rainbow Rolling Cart 
Snagged this at a back-to-school sale at Office Depot. Cheapest I can find now is at Michaels |

www.michaels.com | 10 Drawer Rolling Cart | $30
 

Rugs
www.rugsusa.com | $120 for both

 
Dresser

Also a hand-me-down | Moral of the story...surround yourself with good humans | Painted Chalk
Paint Behr Adored Blue - Matte | New handles from Hobby Lobby | $40

 
Ship-Lap

Home Depot | 4' x 8' Hardwood Plywood | Cut into strips 5.5"-6" wide | Painted Behr Ultra Pink -
Matte, Scuff Defense | $20

 
Frame Wall

Elizabeth Phillips | Lots of Sharpies | Lots of Patience | Lots of Laughs | She's for Hire
 

Hanging Chair
Amazon.com | Kids Child Hanging Pod Swing Chair with Pocket | $56

 
 

TOTAL: Priceless to See Her Face w/ the Reveal
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